Attacks
Introduction
In the recent era, the Internet has become the main hub for data exchanges between users. Meanwhile, new attacks and threats may revoke the security of these electronic data. The security of computer field is provided with possibility techniques to cover these threats, like digital signature and watermarking techniques [1] . Watermarking techniques are applied in many fields in order to protect the content from unauthorized user [2] , ensuring data integrity and authenticity [3] , copyright proof [4] and data ownership [5] . The electronic data have to achieve security requirements. Those requirements concentrate on confidentiality and reliability. The confidentiality prevents unauthorized user from access to the data. While its reliability achieved by its integrity and its authenticity, where the integrity shows the content intact from illegal manipulation and the authenticity prove the data originality as sent from the source. Robust watermarking techniques aim to prove the copyright and the owner issues. It has the ability to resist against malicious attacks like compression, noise and rotation [6] , etc. However, semi-fragile watermarking techniques aim to prove the integrity and authenticity of the data content, It can accept the non-malicious modification and the watermark will be destroyed against malicious attacks, it called soft authenticate [7] . The fragile watermarking approaches called hard authenticate, which does not allow for any modification even for slight non-malicious modification and the watermark will be destroyed [8] .
In regards to tamper detection, this subject is a critical and an important issue. The tampering aims to modify in the content without notice any change at the destination. Normally, fragile watermarking approaches can obtain and discover the manipulation area in the received data [9] . Whereas, watermarking consists of embedding a secret data in the host signal. When sending the watermarked image through unsecure signal, the receiver has to detect if the attacked received image was tampered or not and also protect the watermark [10] .
Watermarking requirements are focused into its robustness against several attack scenarios. Capacity requirement is the offered space from the host signal for embedding watermark, while the payload is the amount bit of the embedded watermark. Imperceptibility is the visual quality after embedding, regarding to the human visual system (HVS), where the high imperceptibility provides a good visual quality and high fidelity. Moreover, Complexity is also an important aspect in order to reduce the embedding and extraction processing time and processes [11] . Fig. 1 shows the required factor to take into consideration in watermarking schemes.
Based on the manner of applying the watermarking approach, they are classified into two main domains: spatial and frequency. In the spatial domain, the watermark is embedded into the pixel of the host signal directly without applying any transformation, such as Least Significant Bit (LSB) [12] and Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [13] . It is providing a low complexity and simple watermarking approach, but it has not the ability to resist against attacks. Normally, the spatial watermarking approach can be considered for fragile watermarking application. The frequency domain consists to embed the watermark in the coefficients of the host signal, like Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [14] , Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) [15] and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [11] . It is more robust against different attacks, but it is more complex than the spatial domain in term of the process.
Furthermore, the extraction of the watermark can be viewed as: blind [16] , semi-blind [17] and non-blind approaches [18] . Firstly, the blind watermarking approach does not require either watermark or original image during the extraction phase; it is just using the secret key to extract the watermark. Secondly, semi-blind watermarking approach, it does not need the original image, but it still needs the original watermark for the extraction process. Thirdly, the nonblind watermarking approach, it needs the original image in the extraction process. Generally, the non-blind watermarking techniques are robust against image processing attacks.
Related works
The work in [19] presented a novel robust watermarking approach in the spatial domain. The technique is based on Imperialistic Competition Algorithm (ICA). The novelty in this paper is using ICA algorithm and the chosen least significant color, where ICA determines the embedding area in the host image. Then, After selecting certain location, the 5 × 5 neighbors pixel is selected and for each selected neighbor pixel, least significant color is chosen for insertion.
The experimental results showed a good quality without attacks, where the PSNR was around 43 dB. But after applying some attacks, we note that the extracted watermark is far from being the same original watermark, especially after compression JPEG attacks.
[20] presented a fragile watermarking approach for image authenticity and integrity. The authors have improved the quality of the watermarked and retrieved images. They divide the original image into blocks of 8 × 8 pixels size and DCT the decompositions is applied for each block; the obtained coefficients are organized using zigzag order, first ten coefficients are adapted into a binary sequence which called as low frequency bits. The watermark is generated based on block content and variances. The watermark is divided into three amounts and inserted in three different blocks. The tamper blocks are discovered during the extraction phase based on the length of the original watermark. The experimental results show a good image quality, but weak for retrieving image after some attacks.
Another work in [21] proposed a singular value decomposition semi -fragile watermarking approach in order to preserve the image content authentication and localizing the tamper area. The security watermark is generated by applying the xor bitwise with the singular value content. The generated watermark is embedded in a sub-blocks of size 4 × 4 of the wavelet domain to obtain the watermarked image. In the extraction phase, it consists to extract the watermark, then rebuilding the secure watermark to obtain the constructed error maps. The extracted watermark is able to measure the authenticated content and define the tampering zone for each singular value content. The approach applied three authentication processes with five authentication messages. In the first process, they employed two messages which are derived from the error map, secondly the authentication level employed another two messages derived from another binary error map (strongly tampered) and the fifth authenticate message is employed in the third authentication process which is also derived from error map (mildly tampered).
Authors in [22] proposed a semi-fragile watermarking technique. The work aimed to verify the authenticity and localize the tamper zone. The authors applied the modified discrete wavelet transform (DWT), where the watermark was a random bit sequence. The embedding was based on combining expanded bit multi-scale quantization technique with adjusted watermarked location. The watermark was extended into three bits and insert in the low-frequency sub-bands of the second level DWT decomposition. At the received side, they divided the image into 3 × 3 size, then a modified authentication method was achieved, which scans the generated watermark bit matrix. The experimental results showed an efficient the algorithm to localize the tamper area for small parts region and authenticate the data. This technique did not handle the geometric attacks.
Dual watermarking technique in the frequency domain is also proposed in [23] . The approach is semi-fragile. The signature generation and verification algorithm is developed. The first technique is based on the random bias, while the second technique is based on nonuniform quantization. It covered the change detection sensitivity of the image in the wavelet transform. It provided a good imperceptibility and robust watermarking approach after the compression and cropping attacks. Meanwhile, it was not tested against other kinds of attacks like noise and rotation.
A fragile watermarking approach based Weber law is presented in [24] . The approach is blind and it applied into medical image in order to prove its authenticate and determine the tamper zone. The embedding was in the dark intensity of the selected block using Weber descriptors, where the imperceptibility of the watermarking approach was around 56 dB and the capacity was enough. The technique was able to localize the tampered region in the watermarked image even after the malicious attacks, but it is still sensitive to the noise attacks. The authors tested the tolerance against compression attacks with a compression rate less than 15%.
The main contributions in this paper are to achieve high robustness and high imperceptibility watermarking approach in the spatial domain based on the Weber differential description. Also, generate the watermark from the original image itself (called Informed) using Weber Law. Moreover, our approach localizes well the tampered zones.
The rest of the paper is structured out as the following: the second section describes the Weber Law in details. The third section presents the proposed embedding and extraction algorithms. The fourth section shows the experimental results and evaluations. The tamper detection assessments are achieved in section five. A comparative study will be illustrated in the sixth section.
Weber law
It is called also Threshold Versus Intensity (TVI) is a law that describes the ratio increment and the relation between the quantity and intensity, where the threshold incremental and the background intensity is constant. When the increment threshold is weighted on several intensity backgrounds, the threshold increases in the intensity rate. The relationship between the quantity ration and the intensity is known in Weber's law as the following equation [25] [26] [27] :
where δS represents the incremental threshold; S the initial value of the intensity and C is a constant value of the fraction result. The previous fraction is known as Weber fractional as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Weber Descriptors (WDs) consist of two descriptors: Differential Excitation χ and Orientation λ. Fig. 3 illustrates a block of size 3 × 3 pixels, where S is the current pixel with eight neighbors S n , n = {1, . . . , 8}. To compute the first Weber descriptor (Differential Excitation χ) for the current pixel S, we apply Eq. (2). 
where
The orientation in Eq. (3), is the horizontal neighbors regarding to the vertical neighbors, where the orientation can be calculated in different angles as in Eq. (4):
where λ 2 is also the orientation value of the current pixel
Weber law properties provide a strategy to organize the data matrix into a non overlapping blocks. The differential excitation descriptor presents the value of the threshold versus the intensity of the center pixel among the neighbors' pixel values. Thus, the watermark embedding based on
Weber law spreads the watermark into the whole image, which supporting a high robustness. Moreover, informed watermark has a link and impact of the cover image, by using it as a secret message. It will preserve the image quality and will provide a low degradation technique. However, the spread watermarking approach is efficient in discovering any tampering that will happen in any part of the watermarked image.
Robustness based proposed approach
In the present work, we build the watermark from the original image based on Weber differential excitation descriptor χ. 
Embedding phase
In the embedding phase, firstly, we generate the watermark, and then embed it in the pixel center for each block of the original image. The embedding is achieved in the spatial domain and based on the linear interpolation (6) as the following steps:
1. Split m × n original image into d number of 3 X 3 blocks; m and n are the image size, while d is the number of generating blocks.
2. Calculate the Weber differential excitation descriptor χ for each block using the equation described above (Eq. (5)).
3. The obtained values (m/3 × n/3) are measured as the informed watermark images w s as we can see in the Algorithm I.
4. For each block in the original image, choose the center pixel and embed the intensity of the watermark pixel using the following linear interpolation (Algorithm II): 
Extraction phase
As we mentioned previously, the approach watermarking scheme is semi-blind. The original image will not be provided to the extractor. Also, the watermarked image is tampered in an intelligent way, in which the extractor will not be able to discover any visual changes and believe that the watermarked image is intact from any modifying. So, tamper detection approach is based on extracting the attacked watermark image, then compare it to the original watermark. The extractor can determine the tampered blocks. The authentication and tamper localization for our approach is appearing in the extraction phase.
The extraction process for our approach is applied as the following steps-Algorithm III:
1. Divide the m × n watermarked image into an d number of 3 X 3 blocks; m and n are the image size; and d the number of producing blocks.
2. Extract the watermark value for each block of the center pixel using the following inverse linear interpolation:
where w a x is the extracted watermark of the block n and x = {1, . . . , (m * n)/3}.
1. Based on the original watermark, evaluate the authenticity of the extracted watermark. 2. Localize the tampered blocks in the watermarked image.
Experimental results and evaluation
To verify our approach efficiency, different experiments are carried out on eight gray scale images of size 255 × 255 as shown in Fig. 4 . For the Fig. 5 , it shows the generated watermark for each image, where the informed watermark image size is 85 × 85 pixels. In the following section, we evaluate the performance of our approach regarding three watermarking requirements: the quality of watermarked image, robustness against attacks and tamper zones detection.
Quality of the watermarked image
Normally, in the watermarking approaches, the image distortion is caused by embedding the watermark data into the original image, which will affect the image quality by appearing a degradation in the watermarked image. It is obvious from the results in Fig. 6 , α determines the visibility of watermark image into the watermarked image, where if α is close to zero. The watermark appears in the watermarked image and the degradation become high. When α sets 0.05, the watermark is semi-visible and the degradation is less. In the case where α is close to one (α = 0.98), the watermark become invisible (imperceptible) in the watermarked image and no degradation observed. This case is more suitable in our approach.
In our approach, α is assigned to 0.98 in order to get a higher imperceptibility. Moreover, to evaluate the watermarked image quality, we calculate the PSNR between the original image and the watermarked image, where the PSNR is described in the following equations [28] :
where i and i w are the original image and the watermarked image respectively; P is the image depth and m, n are the image size. Table 1 shows the PSNR values between the original image and the watermarked image, which means that the watermarked image quality is preserved.
Robustness of the proposed watermarking approach
The robustness of the proposed watermarking algorithm provides us with the possibility to stand against different kinds of attacks. We applied on the watermarked image different kinds of attacks, it included compression, adding noise, rotation, cropping, and filtering using Stirmark benchmark software [29] . Then, after the watermark extraction, we calculated the PSNR between the original watermark and the extracted one. Fig. 7 shows the result of the watermarked image after different attacks, where the corresponding PSNR is also provided. We note that the evaluated PSNR values exceeded 34 dB, whereas the obtained values are around 42 dB. Based on our results, we can conclude that our approach is robust against different attacks, especially against the geometric attacks such as rotation and noising. Moreover, our watermark is generated from the original image; so there is an impact and a link between them, which will provide the algorithm with the possibility to detect the slight modification.
Tamper detection based proposed approach
The tamper detection aims to attack the image in an intelligent way. The attacker changes in non-noticeable manner. The detector should note or discover that modification. In our approach, we tested the techniques to localize the tampering zone. We tampered the watermarked image as we can show in Fig. 8 , where the tampered zones are located with circles. We extract the watermark from the tampered watermarked image, then we compare the extracted watermark with the original one in order to obtain the tampered blocks. We note also the differences between the original and the extracted watermark for each image. The tamper detection aspect in our proposed algorithm is considered as a semi-blind and appears in this phase, where the watermarked image is tampered in unremarkable way. The receiver extracts the attacked watermark from the watermarked image, then the tampered zone is defined by comparing the extract watermark with the original watermark. Fig. 9 illustrates the differences between the watermarked images and the tampered watermarked images.
In fact, the tamper detection is based on Weber law and the watermark itself, where the semi-blind technique is used to localize the tampered zones, after tampered the watermarked image as we can see in Fig. 7 . We extract the watermark from the attacked watermarked image, and then by comparing the extracted watermark with the original watermark, we can localize the modification area. Fig. 9 shows the differences between the watermarked images and tampered watermarked images. By these results, we can decide that the proposed tamper detection detect perfectly the tampered zones. Comparative study
To measure the proposed approach efficiency with the exciting approaches in the literature, we compared the obtained results with the works presented in [19] [20] [21] , where the comparison is based on the terms of imperceptibility and robustness.
6.1.
Watermarked image quality
The imperceptibility aspect of our work is measured among 8 different grayscale images and compared with the works in [19, 20] and [21] . The PSNR values evaluate the quality of the watermarked image. We obtained a high watermarked image quality, the imperceptibility is around 65 dB. Furthermore, the imperceptibility results of the work in [19] was around 45 dB, while in [20] was around 50 dB and in [21] also was around 42 dB as shown in Fig. 10 . We note that in our proposed approach, the quality is better than in [19, 20] and [21] where the achieved PSNR is around 65 dB as mentioned.
Robustness against attacks
To proof the robustness of the proposed approach among the exciting approaches, we compared the PSNR of our work with the works in [19] [20] and [21] . The comparisons are [19, 20] and [21] : between the original images and the watermarked ones. [19, 20] and [21] : between the original watermarks and the extracted ones.
done in term of geometric and non geometric attacks, such as: compression (JPEG) with quality factor 90%, adding noise, rotation with 45 • , cropping by 50 and median filtering by 7×7. Fig. 11 illustrates the comparative analysis of the robustness. The PSNR is calculated between the original watermarks and the extracted ones after applying attacks. The attacks include the compression (1), adding noise (2), rotation (3), cropping (4) and median filtering (5) . The robustness of our approach are compared with the works in [19, 20] and [21] . It is obviously that our PSNR results are more robust than the works in [19, 20] and [21] .
Conclusion
A novel semi-blind watermarking approach is presented in this paper. The approach is operating in the spatial domain. The watermark built is informed, where it is constructed from the original image based on Weber Excitation Deferential Descriptor. The embedding is achieved using the linear interpolation, and with different values of α. The approach has addressed the watermarked image quality issue (imperceptibility). Furthermore, the extraction process presents also the tamper detection matter, where the technique can detect and discover perfectly the tampered zone after applying malicious modification. Also, we not a high robustness against different scenario of attacks like compression, noise, cropping and rotation. The comparative study is presented in order to compare the imperceptibility and robustness of the proposed technique with some existing techniques. From the achieved experimental results we can conclude about the efficiency of our algorithm.
In future work, we will focus on exploiting the Weber Watermarking approach to recover the attacked watermarked image. 
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